
 

 

MINUTES OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE PATIENT PARTICIPATION 
GROUP (PPG) AND BEARSTED MEDICAL PRACTICE HELD ON 22ND 

NOVEMBR 2019 AT 1PM 
 

Present: Helen Denny, Chris Dobson, Sarah Harrison, Dr Richard Laurent, Gill 
McDermott, Bernard Mee, Harjinder Nerwal, Goff Norrington, Jeannette Ward 
(Chair). 
 
 

1. Welcome and apologies. 
 
Jeannette welcomed everyone to the meeting with a special welcome to 
Bernard Mee who has just joined the committee. 
 
Apologies were received from Terry Armstrong, Arlene Broadhurst, Dr Lisa 
Dolman, Gaia Moss, Christine Shade, Tony Spice. 
 
 

2. Minutes of previous meeting on 23rd August 2018. 
 
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and signed by the chair. 
 

3. Matters arising 

a. Action 4.1:  Gaia to include a note on the monitor that the new 
chairs in the nurses’ waiting area had been funded by patients 
through fundraising by the PPG. 
This is still to do. 
Action 3.1 Gill to ask Gaia to include a page in the monitor 
presentation to acknowledge the chairs were purchased 
with funds raised by the PPG. 

b. Action 5.1: Jeannette to contact Paul Clarke at MBC for an 
update on the progress of rolling out OneYou into the 
community. 
Jeannette had been in contact with Paul Clarke.  He has now 
recruited several staff to help with Signposting within OneYou 
and to look at other areas where Maidstone Borough Council 
might support activities within the OneYou umbrella.  Jeannette 
proposed, and it was agreed that a promotion for OneYou would 
be set up in the entrance vestibule after Christmas to 
supplement the existing poster. 
Action 3.2 Jeannette to obtain additional promotional 
materials for OneYou from Paul Clarke. 



 

 

c. Action 7.1:  Gill, Gaia and Arlene to discuss a way forward in 
relation to the newsletter – will there be a practice one and a 
PPG one, just one of these, or a joint one? 
It was agreed that in the future a joint newsletter would be 
produced. (Complete) Later in the meeting it was agreed that 
the first one would be produced as soon as possible and that it 
would be devoted to “Signposting” and “Improved Access”.  See 
item 4 “Surgery Update” for actions. 

d. Action 10.1:  During discussions about Health Talks, Gaia noted 
she gets lots of calls about bereavement.  Jeannette to explore 
the need for a talk on this topic. 
This was discussed further and it was agreed that most people 
needing bereavement support were likely to need something 
tailored to their need and that the right approach is for anyone 
requesting support to be directed to the appropriate services for 
1:1 discussion.  Therefore, the setting up of a talk would not be 
progressed. (Complete) Information about how to access 
bereavement support would be included in a future Newsletter. 

Action 3.3 Arlene to include in Newsletter 

e. Action 12.1: Goff to explore the possibility of using on-line 
banking for PPG transactions. 
Goff was working on this. 

4. Surgery Update. 
 
Sarah Harrison was welcomed to the meeting and introduced the first 
item.  She noted that the concept of “Extended Hours” previously 
publicised was now referred to as “Improved Access”.  Across the 7 
local clusters in West Kent, early morning, evening, Saturday and 
Sunday appointments are available.  These can either be booked for 
patients by the practice (for example for someone who cannot get to 
the Bearsted Practice during its opening hours), or, when the practice 
is not open, via the 111 telephone system.  This will be a restricted 
service excluding services such as repeat prescriptions or specialist 
referrals but will allow urgent issues to be dealt with across longer 
hours. 
Leaflets and posters have been produced and information included on 
the website. 
 
Goff asked how the PPG could help with the publicity.  It was agreed 
that it could form a key feature in the first newsletter.  Jeannette would 
also send out information to the PPG Virtual Group. 
Action 4.1 Jeannette, Gaia, Sarah and Arlene to meet to establish 
the messages for the e-mail and the newsletter.  (For both 
“Improved Access” and “Signposting”.) 
 
Dr Laurent and Gill also updated the meeting on the roll out of 



 

 

Signposting.  The wording for a new telephone answer message had 
been agreed and would be voiced by Dr Laurent.  Training had been 
completed and, once the telephone message is activated, the system 
will be implemented for afternoon appointments, subsequently 
extending to the walk-in clinic.  It was confirmed that the reception staff 
will ask about the nature of a patient’s problem.  If the outcome of the 
discussion is that the issue could be dealt with without recourse to a 
doctor, the receptionist would help with booking an appointment with 
the appropriate service.  They would have access to a data system 
called DORIS to do this.  It was also noted that three of the practices in 
our cluster are now offering physiotherapy appointments which could 
be booked through the signposting process. 
 
It was confirmed that signposting will slow down the booking in (or 
redirection) of patients.  However, since the rate-limiting step in the 
patient’s visit is waiting to see the doctor, the total time in the surgery 
would not be extended.  (In fact generally it would reduce since some 
patients would be directed elsewhere.)  It was agreed that this could be 
explained in the newsletter. 
Action as per 4.1 above. 
 
Gill noted that she will be retiring at the end of February next year and 
that a new Practice Manager would take over at the end of January.  
The meeting wished Gill well and hoped that she and the new Practice 
Manager would give interviews for the newsletter. 
Action 4.2 Arlene to arrange for interviews with Gill and the new 
Practice Manager. 
 
Gill noted that an extra nurse, Lucy Morris had been appointed and 
would begin working at the practice in January and that an additional 
receptionist, Nicola Hadlow had been appointed and was already in 
post. 

Helen asked whether the reception staff could wear their name badges 
as patients like to know who they are talking to. Gill said she would 
remind staff of this. 

Action 4.3 Gill to talk to Receptionists 

5. Maintenance / update of the PPG section of the website 
 
Jeannette had noted in discussion with Gill that the PPG section of the 
website was not always updated, for example to include minutes of 
meetings.  Gill noted that Gaia would be the contact for such updating 
and any reminders. 
Action 5.1 Gaia to take responsibility for updating the PPG 
section of the website to include minutes and other items as 
appropriate. 
Action 5.2 Chris to send PPG Committee Meeting minutes to Gaia 
rather than to Gill. 



 

 

6. Update on signposting roll-out 
 
Already covered under “Surgery Update” 
 

7. Out-of-hours appointments at other cluster practices. 
 
Already covered under “Surgery Update” 
 

8. Review of AGM 
 
Jeannette noted that the AGM had not been particularly successful due 
to trying to get through too much business.  She pointed out that she 
had not been expecting the speaker from Kent CCG and this had 
contributed to the problem. 
At the recent PPG committee meeting it was agreed that future AGMs 
would not include an external speaker so that the formality of the AGM 
can be dealt with and as much time as possible could be made 
available to hear from the chair and from the practice representatives. 
This was agreed at the meeting. 
 

9.  Feedback on meeting with Involve 
 
Jeannette had met with the Involve manager Shelley Rhodes, 
responsible for elderly services.  She had been very supportive of 
Jeannette’s suggestion that the PPG could help to promote 
volunteering within the Bearsted area.  She made the suggestion that a 
special leaflet be prepared indicating “Involve working in partnership 
with the Bearsted Community”. 
 
The volunteers would mainly be involved in driving and befriending 
older people in the first instance and Involve would deliver appropriate 
training courses and DBS checks. 
 
The proposal is that the PPG would get various leaders such as from 
the church, the Parish Council, community wardens together and seek 
their support for publicising the need. 
 
All supported the idea. 
Action 9.1 Jeannette to set up PPG sub committee to do this. 
 

10. Children’s toys/ artwork 
 
Jeannette described the proposed competition to find new artwork for 
the walls of the waiting room play area and it was agreed. 
Action 10.1 Jeannette to work with Helen and Christine to initiate 
the competition. 



 

 

Action 10.2 Gill was “volunteered” to be the judge! 
 
Christine who manages the toy-cleaning roster has noted a shortage of 
larger toys in the play area.  It was agreed that more could be 
obtained.  They needed to be silent, not battery operated and 
cleanable. 
Action 10.3 Christine to liaise with Goff for the required funding of 
the toys 
 

11. Healthy Walking update 
 
The walks continue to thrive.  However, there are still uncertainties 
around the administration such as Walker Registration, Risk 
Assessments and the insurance position of leaders.  Pat Ganza & 
Senyo Agbanyo of MBC have made contact with Lou Back and it is 
proposed that they be invited to one of the walks when a number of 
leaders are available. 
 

12. Suggestion Box 
 
There had been one suggestion that patients with colds be located in a 
separate area of the waiting room.  Jeannette intended to respond.  Dr 
Laurent noted that presentation with coughs was the most numerous of 
ailments attended to by the doctors. 
 

13. Finances 
 
Goff updated the meeting on the finances (attached).  He noted that we 
are now registered on Trade Shift but this requires a new logo which 
incorporated the word “Bearsted” in it.  Arlene’s husband is doing the 
update.  
Action 13.1 Arlene 
Goff is progressing with implementing on-line banking. 
 
With respect to fund-raising, Goff noted that this year there would not 
be a Christmas Raffle but instead we should hold one at Easter if 
agreeable to the practice.  Agreed. There would also be a Quiz Night 
on Friday 22nd March next year since this was seen as a good social 
gathering as well as a source of fund-raising. 
 
Goff announced that we had been accepted for the Tesco “Bags of 
Help” scheme and thanked Helen for her efforts in this area.  
Essentially shoppers ask for and receive a token any time they shop 
and then place it in one of three boxes to express their charity 
preference.  The most popular will receive £4000, the second £2000 
and the third £1000 and so we were guaranteed a minimum of £1000.  
The scheme operates across the Tesco stores in the area which 



 

 

includes Grove Green and Tovil superstores and all the local Tesco 
Expresses including the one in the nearby Esso garage.  It will run 
through January and February. 
Action 13.2 Gill to publicise this amongst practice staff who 
regularly use the Tesco Express. 
 
Gill identified a need for another portable ECG for use by the 
paramedic and which would reduce the need for additional 
appointments at the surgery.  This would be funded once additional 
funds were raised. 
 
Jeannette noted we had received another £100 award from the CCG 
for assisting with a project to establish the need for fertility services in 
the area.  We were required to obtain feedback to a questionnaire from 
a minimum of 10 people. 

14. AOB  
 
Goff noted that the appointments system restricted an individual to just 
2 appointments and was advised this was to stop people for making 
multiple bookings and then failing to turn up. 
 
Jeannette had been given a leaflet prepared by Kingswood Surgery.  It 
recognised the challenges young people might face in transitioning to 
adulthood and suggested organisations that might be able to provide 
them with the help they need.  She suggested a similar leaflet could be 
prepared for Bearsted with funding for printing provided by the PPG.  
The proposal was supported.  Jeannette first wanted to set up a focus 
group of young people to check that the coverage in the leaflet was 
appropriate. She has made this request to a local secondary school 
and is waiting to hear back from them. 

Action 14.1 Jeannette to liaise with the school and Chris Dobson 
regarding the feedback event. 
 

15. Date of next meeting(s) 
 
Joint meeting: Joint meeting 21st February, 23rd May, 22nd August, 21st 
November 2019. 
PPG Committee 7th February, 9th May, 8th August, 7th November 2019,  
AGM 19th September 2019. 
Unless otherwise informed PPG Committee meetings will be at 
1200hrs at the surgery and Joint meetings at 1300hrs at the surgery. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

BEARSTED PATIENT PATICIPATION GROUP 

Income & Expenditure For 2018 - Updated 22/11/18 

Date Description Income (£) Expenditure (£) 

01/01/2018 Balance B'fwd from 2017 1719.31   

19/01/2018 Doppler Ultrasound Unit   672.84 

22/02/2018 Hire of Memorial Hall (Cancer Talk)   19.50 

22/02/2018 Deposit for hire of Memorial Hall   50.00 

22/02/2018 Mindfulness Exercises   12.08 

26/02/2018 Refunded Deposit for Memorial Hall 50.00   

20/03/2018 Insurance for Bearsted Fayre   37.00 

20/03/2018 Entry Fee Bearsted Fayre   30.00 

12/06/2018 Propulse Ear Irrigator   162.00 

18/06/2018 7 x Surgery Chairs   591.56 

06/07/2018 WKCCG Buddying Project 100.00   

23/08/2018 Arlene Reimbursement Bearsted Fayre Items   63.41 

01/09/2018 Donation 63.41   

26/10/2018 WKCCG One You Support - Bearsted Fayre 100.00   

        

        

        

        

  2032.72 1638.39 

  394.33 

 


